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the teacher during game after they have been
used once or twice.
(b) This game may be varied by filling
the inner circle with a factor, for example 8,
and the outer circle with multiples of 8; then
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CIRCLE OF MULTIPLES
the game is to fill the middle ring of spaces
with the missing factor.
Suggestive Home Problems. Third Grade.
The following are suggested as excellent for
this year:
 1.	How much do pork chops cost a pound?
How many  chops  do  you  usually get  in  a
pound?    About  how  much   does   each  pork
chop cost?
 2.	How  long-  is your house?    How  wide?
Measure from the outside.
 3.	Find   the   cost   of   the   eggs   that  your
mother uses in one week.
 4.	How many level teaspoons of water are
equal to a tablespoonful?   How many table-
spoonfuls in a cup?
 5.	What  newspapers  do  your family get?
Find cost for one day for each member of the
family.   For one week.
 6.	Make  out a  bill  for  the  groceries  and
meat you have bought to-day.
Fourth Year
General Suggestions. The fourth year
finds the child (1) generally familiar with
the meaning of the fundamental processes
and the technique of the processes with small
numbers, and lie is now prepared to follow
up this control in similar work with larger
numbers; and (2) his broader social interests
are carrying him into conditions that furnish
varied material for number problems. He
finds problems in shopping for his mother,
ia purchasing school supplies, in
 money, in spending for Christmas, in buy-
ing balls, bats, marbles, etc.; in various
household expenses, in gardening, in building
wagons, in games of racing, jumping, etc.
These new interests make it possible to em-
phasize number facts already met by repeat-
ing them in new concrete situations.
Outline of Work. 1. Reading and writing
of numbers to one million; Roman numerals
to M; dollars and cents.
2.	Processes,   (a) Work for greater famil-
iarity with number facts of addition, multi-
plication,  etc.;   for  greater   accuracy   and
speed in the four operations.
 (b)	Use   multipliers   of  two   and   three
digits; long division; division of two digits;
comparisons or ratio idea continued and ex-
tended.
 (c)	Reduction, comparison, addition and
subtraction of simple fractions to twelfths,
as oral work.
3.	Denominate numbers.   Review of tables
used in  previous grades.    Emphasis upon
units of square measure, and upon measur-
ing surfaces.   Introduction of simple cubic
measure—cubic    weight    and    cubic    foot.
Avoirdupois table and its use.
Helps on the Outline. 1. Write on the
blackboard, or on paper or cardboard charts
that are ready for use at any moment, col-
umns of figures that will serve the purpose
of emphasizing the 9Js, 8's, 7's, or any mul-
tiplication or division facts, as follows:
1. (a)	(b)	Divide, disregard-
27]	141	ing the remainder.
29	17	This   gives   excel-
32	21	lent opportunity to
36	20	repeat  the  same
 40	23	fact; for example,
39             35            in   (a)   the   child
 41	33	thinks 3 X 9 = 27
45            39	in each of the first
18             38	three divisions; in
16 . -i- 9   42 • -4- 7   the next four divi-
20            56	sions he thinks of
54            54            the fact, 4X9 =
52            60	36,   In this way he
57            63            repeats  a number
72            64            fact   many   times,
68             28	but each  time  he
75             25            has a new element
63            65	in the  situation.

 81	46	He   enjoys   being
 82	42J	allowed to neglect
the remainder; the
work moves more rapidly with this omission.

